UCCA Humanitarian Update #22

As of September 9th
UCCA continues to help Ukraine “see” by purchasing security drones and...
and making sure they get into the right hands.
Expanding its partnership with Operation White Stork, UCCA invests in their Field Medic Backpacks Program.
UCCA contributes to Operation White Stork’s project to equip every railcar with Medic Backpacks. Oleksandr Kamyshin, CEO of state-owned Ukrainian Railways receives 150 Field Medic Backpacks from OWS Mission Director, William McNulty.
In preparation of Ukraine’s counter-offensive, 50 Field Medic Backpacks were delivered to the frontline units in the south of Ukraine.
UCCA delivers water filtration system & medical supplies, including tourniquets, to Mykolaiv.
To enhance viewing, Ukrainian freedom fighters train with night vision scopes.